
 

  

   When you wonder about future, do not forget that Eco-humanism 

sets out solutions carrying hope, as much in your own interest as in 

the human general interest.  

  This implies the cooperation and the solidarian sharing of resources 

of the maximum of human Beings. It is the best way of development 

of our species. And it conditions our survival and our happiness. 

   How ?   Read the following… 

ECO- 
HUMANISM 



       

     Let us remind what is Eco-humanism. 

     Eco-humanism (eco=House) is a philosophic and scientific move-

ment which contributes to build and to improve the human House, 

that is to say the global human bio-system. For that purpose, Eco-

humanists apply structuring societal principles. 

     This cultural movement of deep humanist historical roots (more than 26 centu-

ries, and constantly modernized), incites to protect and to plan the best of the 

Human, in and by a collective organization capable of assuring in a long-lasting 

way the survival of the human species, the conservation of the Humanity’s herit-

age, and the happiness of every Human being. 

     The eco-humanist concept of human House induces this collective organiza-

tion, always strengthened and modernized, capable of keeping in solidarity the 

whole human species, for and by its best possible development.   

     To be Eco-humanist consists so in contributing to the development of the human 

House, according to principles which assure its cohesion, its self-correction, its dura-

bility, and its happiness. What implies a united sharing of resources. 

     Essential principles, summarized in particular in a "Fundamental Charter of the 

Protective Societal Principles", connect every eco-humanists in a big proactive and 

cohesive community, relieved and improved from generation to generation, be-

yond borders, ethnic groups, and ruling systems.   

     Eco-humanists and their collective structures (associations, NGOs, etc.) 

are self-managed in total independence of any parasite structure or influ-

ence (party, lobby, church, sect, diverse manipulator agents). Every altru-

istic, brave, and generous Human being, can join this open community, 

and contribute to create a new local group where there is not yet one.  
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